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Introduction

Deep second-degree burns are injuries that affect the epidermis and 
part of the dermis [1]. The methods that are chosen for treating deep 
second-degree burns have important effects on the outcome of the 
injury, and the choice of treatment has always been difficult for clini-
cians. Conservative treatment and wound skin grafting are commonly 
used clinically [2]. Conservative treatment requires multiple dressing 
changes, which increases not only the pain but also the treatment 
time. As a result, the wound surface is susceptible to infection, result-
ing in severe scarring after wound healing and thus negatively affect-
ing the appearance and physiological function of the area [3]. 
However, early escharotomy with medium-thickness skin grafting 
causes greater damage to the donor site and involves the introduc-
tion of new wounds and the formation of scars. Additionally, noticea-
ble linear scars often appear at the junction of graft skins, which also 
affects the appearance and quality of life of patients. Furthermore, it 
is difficult to control the wound depth during tangential excision; this 
can lead to incomplete removal of necrotic tissues, which decreases 
the survival rate of skin grafts, or result in damage to some active skin 
tissues and skin appendages due to excessive debridement, render-
ing the wound more difficult to heal [4]. Therefore, it is important to 
identify a method that can accurately remove necrotic tissue from the 
wound while preserving healthy or partially degenerated tissue as 
much as possible. Thus, limited debridement can effectively reduce 
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the local inflammatory response and microcirculation stasis and 
accelerate the angiogenesis and self-healing of the wound, thus pro-
moting the healing of burns. An electric/pneumatic dermatome can 
precisely control the thickness of the skin during the excision pro-
gress and has been used during the debridement of deep second-de-
gree burns; this approach removes necrotic tissue and preserves as 
much of the dermal tissue and skin appendages as possible, which is 
conducive to wound healing.

In addition, if too few epidermal cells remain, it will seriously 
hinder the re-epithelialisation of deep second-degree burn wounds. 
Autologous skin grafting can rapidly heal deep second-degree burn 
wounds by providing epithelial tissue for the wound surface. 
Increasing the number of autologous epidermal cells on the wound 
surface has a similar effect on accelerating wound healing. ReCell® 
autologous cell regeneration techniques are methods that use the 
ReCell device to separate collected samples of autologous split-
thickness skin and generate a cell suspension that can be transplanted 
onto the wound [5]. The advantage of the ReCell technique over 
conventional skin grafting techniques is that it increases the number 
of autologous epidermal cells but causes only very little damage to 
the patient’s donor site because this approach can achieve an 
expansion ratio of 1:40 or even 1:80 [6]. In this study, limited 
debridement was performed on deep second-degree burn wounds 
to provide a good basis for the healing process. Then, a small amount 
of autologous epidermal tissue was collected and separated to 
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generate a cell suspension, which was sprayed onto the prepared 
wound surface before bandaging [7,8]. The dressing was changed 3 
days after the surgery, but the inner layer of dressing close to the 
wound was not replaced. Most of the wound surface was epithelialized 
and healed within 10–15 days, which is a substantially shortened 
time for burn wound healing. This study provides a reliable, effective 
method for the treatment of deep second-degree burns.

Objects and methods

Patient selection

From June 2019 to June 2021, our department admitted 247 patients 
with deep second-degree burns, of which 20 patients were identi-
fied and included in this study. The inclusion criteria were as follows: 
(1) the patient was first admitted to our hospital within 24 h after 
injury; (2) the patient suffered epidermal and partial dermal damage, 
which is characteristic of deep second-degree burns; (3) the burn 
area varied from 1% to 10% of the patient’s TBSA; (4) the cause of 
injury was flame or boiling water and (5) the patient was between 18 
and 60 years old (Table 1). All the patients signed informed consent 
according to the requirements of the Ethics Committee of our 
Hospital. During the study period, an electric/pneumatic dermat-
ome was used for limited debridement, which was combined with 
the ReCell® technique to repair deep second-degree burn wounds. 
The exclusion criteria for this study were as follows: (1) the patient 
suffered superficial partial-thickness burns or full thickness burns; (2) 
the patient suffered chemical burns or had burn areas over 10% or 
below 1% of the TBSA; (3) the patients had systemic disease, such as 
diabetes, sepsis, and mental disorders; and (4) the patient was a 
long-term smoker or exhibited low compliance. Table 1 presents the 
patients’ data.

Surgical method

After a patient was admitted to the hospital, the wound was imme-
diately treated with wet cold dressings for 30 min. The wound was 
then rinsed with saline and wrapped with traditional dressings. The 
degree of the burn was assessed, and the patients’ injury history was 
collected. The included patients were scheduled for surgery after 
the relevant examinations were finished. Communication with the 
patient and his or her family members was required 1 day before 
surgery to confirm the donor area, which was usually the scalp 
or  outer thigh. The hair around the wound was shaved for 
disinfection.

On the day of the operation, routine disinfection and surgical 
draping were arranged in turn after anaesthesia. The wound surface 
was rinsed repeatedly with normal saline. Subsequently, an electric/
pneumatic dermatome (thickness was set to 0.1 mm; Zimmer8821 
USA) was used for the limited debridement of the deep second-
degree burns. A blade with an appropriate width was selected 
according to the size of the wound surface. The excision depth was 
controlled within the epidermis and superficial dermis. The superficial 

necrotic tissue was repeatedly removed until needle-point bleeding 
points or redness appeared on the wound surface. Part of the 
parabiotic tissue on the wound was preserved. After complete 
haemostasis, the wound was covered with saline-wetted gauze for 
later ReCell skin grafting. The ReCell device (Avita Medical, California, 
USA) was opened and used according to the instructions. The skin 
extraction range was reserved according to the wound size with an 
expansion rate of 1:80 for the preparation of the cell suspension. The 
thickness of the skin graft from the donor area was approximately 
0.2~0.3 mm. After the cell suspension was sprayed on the wound 
with a flat-head syringe, the surgical area was covered with a 
protective film from the ReCell service, and the outer layer was 
bandaged with conventional dressings. Postoperative elastic 
bandages were then used to further immobilize the surgical area to 
enhance the bonding of the skin graft. No other treatments were 
required after the surgery. On the 3rd day after the operation, the 
surgical area was opened, and the dressing was changed until the 
wound healed. Then, drugs to prevent scarring and pressure clothing 
were routinely used. If necessary, functional exercises were performed 
to assist the recovery of injured limbs.

Observing targets

Photographs were taken with a Nikon camera in natural light before 
and after treatment. Complications of the operation, such as odour, 
blood, secretions, and infection, were observed. The wound healing 
time was recorded. The appearance, pigmentation, and scarring of 
the donor and recipient sites, as well as patient satisfaction with these 
sites, were also observed during follow-up. All the patients were fol-
lowed up for at least 3 months (range: 3–12 months; mean: 6 months). 
The VSS was used to evaluate the colour, thickness, vascular distribu-
tion, and softness of the treated area 3 months after surgery. On the 
VSS scale, the highest score was 18, and the lowest was 0. A higher 
score indicated a more severe scar.

Statistical analysis

All the data are presented as the mean ± standard error of the mean; 
SPSS 18.0 and GraphPad Software were used for statistical analysis.

Results

In this study, the wounds of all 20 patients were completely healed. 
The new skin was intact without wrinkles and had good blood circu-
lation with the surrounding skin. One of the patients developed an 
infection in the skin graft area and finally recovered after five dressing 
changes. The average healing time was 12 days (range: 10~15 days). 
The 3-month follow-up after the operation showed that the appear-
ance of the skin graft area was good and that the graft had good elas-
ticity, and there was no obvious scar hyperplasia. The patient VSS 
scores ranged from 3 to 5 points (Table 2). Among the 20 patients, 
19 were very satisfied with the appearance and function of the wound 

Table 1. The patients’ data.
Sex (M/F) Mean age (Range) (year) Cause of injury Size of injury Position of injury Comorbidities Associated injuries

13/7 45 (23–58) Flame:7 The limbs:15 None None
Boiled water:13 The trunk:5

Table 2. VSS scores of patients 3 months after the operation.
Number of cases Colour Vascular distribution Softness Thickness

20 1.36 ± 0.11 0.32 ± 0.14 1.25 ± 0.51 1.45 ± 0.24
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surface and the donor sites, 1 was satisfied, and no patients were dis-
satisfied (Figure 1).

The overall satisfaction rate was 100% (20/20). The detailed results 
are as follows.

Representative cases

Case one

A 38-year-old man accidentally scalded his left hand with hot oil at 
work, resulting in a deep second-degree burn, and the appearance of 
approximately 1% of the wound surface was red and white (Figure 
2A). The patient was admitted to the hospital 6 h after the injury, and 
then, the wound was routinely rinsed with cold water for 30 min and 
bandaged with vaseline gauze. Next, related examinations were con-
ducted. On the third day after the injury, the patient’s wound on his 
left hand was treated with limited debridement and the ReCell® tech-
nique under anaesthesia in the operating room. An electric dermat-
ome was used to debride the white area near the junction of the 
thumb and the index finger on the back of the left hand. The thick-
ness of the dermatome was set to 0.1 mm and a blade with a width 

of  5 cm was selected to remove the superficial necrotic tissue. 
Debridement was stopped when scattered bleeding points appeared 
on the wound base. Most of the parabiotic tissue was preserved and 
then haemostasis was performed. A 1 cm × 1 cm split-thickness skin 
graft was taken from the head, and a cell suspension was generated 
using a ReCell service; then, the cell suspension was sprayed on the 
prepared wound (Figure 2B).

Case two

A 54-year-old woman accidentally scalded her right upper limb with 
boiling water, resulting in mixed burns on approximately 4% of the 
wound surface (Figure 3A). Surgery was performed on the third day 
after the injury. Limited debridement combined with the ReCell® 
technique was performed on a 10 cm × 10 cm deep second region on 
the lateral right upper limb. A tool bit with a width of 10 cm was 
selected. After the necrotic skin tissue (0.2 mm thickness) was 
removed with an electric scalpel, intensive needle-like haemorrhagic 
points emerged. Debridement was stopped and haemostasis was 
performed. A 2 cm × 2 cm area on the outer side of the right thigh 
was selected for split-thickness skin extraction, and ReCell grafting 
was performed. The wound on the rest of the right upper limb was 
treated with dressing changes (Figure 3B). The dressing was removed 
on the 3rd day after the operation, and the wound base on the right 
upper limb was dry, and no secretions were observed (Figure 3C). The 
wound was healed on the 11th day after the surgery (Figure 3D). The 
patient was very satisfied with the wound healing process.

Discussion

With the improvement of burn healing rate and the development of 
plastic surgery technologies, the goal of burn treatment has shifted 
from wound healing to reducing scars and improving quality of life 
[9]. For burns and scald wounds, if healing takes more than 3 weeks, 
severe scars often form [10]. For deep second-degree burns, the aver-
age time required for healing with conservative treatment is 3 weeks 
or longer. If skin grafting is performed after several dressing changes, 
there is a possibility of exacerbated wound infection and difficulty in 
healing [11]. At present, these wounds are generally repaired by 
the  early excision of necrotic tissue and transplantation of skin. 
Nevertheless, this method often deepens wounds and causes sec-
ondary damage to the donor site, and the effectiveness of skin graft-
ing also varies among individual patients. Superficial necrotic tissue 
in deep second-degree burns does not easily fall off and is easily 
infected. Due to the dysfunction of microcirculation, the inflamma-
tory response, peroxidative damage and other mechanisms, progres-
sive deepening often occurs in the early stages after a deep 
second-degree burn injury [12]. Additionally, the epidermis and some 
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Figure 1. Patients’ satisfaction.

Figure 2. (A) The left hand was scalded by hot oil, resulting in a deep second-degree burn. (B) Limited debridement and ReCell technique were performed on 
the left hand. (C) Wound surface on the 3rd day after surgery. (D) Wound surface on the 10th day after surgery. The dressing was removed on the 3rd day after 
the surgery, and the wound on the left hand was dry (C). The wound healed 10 days after the surgery (D). The patient was very satisfied with the appearance 
and function of the area treated with surgery.
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skin appendages are damaged and difficult to self-healing [13]. 
Optimising surgical plans and shortening the wound healing time are 
of great significance for recovery.

Deep second-degree burn wounds include a necrotic region, 
stasis region and hyperemic region; the transformation of the stasis 
region to normal tissue is critical in the process of wound repair [14]. 
Clinicians usually accelerate wound healing by excising the necrotic 
tissue to clean the necrosis area, and promoting recovery of stasis 
area. However, in previous treatment methods, during the process of 
excising eschars with roller knives or blades, the depth is hard to 
control [15]. Consequently, incomplete removal of necrotic tissues 
will probably occur. If debridement excessively, the stasis area or even 
the hyperaemia area might be damaged, which will lead to 
exacerbated wounds, thereby affecting wound healing [16,17]. Our 
study proposes a limited debridement technique that uses an 
electric/pneumatic dermatome to perform controlled debridement 
according to the depth of the wound surface. By adjusting the scale at 
the end of the handle, the thinnest wound eschar with a thickness of 
0.1 mm could be obtained. This method can be more precisely 
controlled and could accurately remove the necrotic area and 
preserve the stasis area and hyperaemia area as much as possible. 
Although this approach cannot reverse the necrosis of the burned 
tissue, it can remove the new inflammatory granulation tissue, 
significantly reduce the local inflammatory response, and prevent 
bacterial colonisation and cross-contamination. In addition, this 
approach can prevent the wound from deepening and, to a great 
extent, preserve the remaining hair follicles, sweat glands and normal 
tissues, thereby promoting wound healing. Attention should be given 
to the depth of the debridement so that the parabiotic tissue is 
preserved because the wound cannot heal itself if the residual dermis 
is removed.

The self-healing of wounds is achieved through the migration of 
keratinocytes from the wound edge. If too few residual epidermal 
cells are present, it will seriously hinder the process of re-
epithelialisation of deep second-degree wounds. Increasing the 
number of autologous epidermal cells on the wound has a similar 
effect of accelerating wound healing. The ReCell® technique was 
developed by Australian dermatologists in 1992 and applied in the 
medical field. In many European countries, this technique has been 
introduced into the routine clinical treatment of skin lesions, such as 
skin trauma, burns, scar repair and abnormal pigmentation [18–20]. 
This method can rapidly increase the number of autologous 
epidermal cells by collecting cells from the dermal-epidermal 
junction of skin and delivering them to the wound as a cell suspension. 
In this method, a cell suspension that has a high expansion ratio and 
an amplification efficiency of approximately 1:80 can be prepared 
from a small amount of donor tissue. This greatly reduces the 
likelihood of damage to the donor site and the formation of scars 
while improving the quality of wound repair [21,22]. The wound itself 
is used as a tissue culture system to reproduce keratinocytes, 
melanocytes and papillary fibroblasts, and the cells migrate to 
regenerate the epidermis, matching the colour and texture of the 
surrounding skin. The ReCell® technique can provide sufficient 

autologous epidermal cells for patients with deep second-degree 
burns. Compared with conventional skin grafting, the ReCell® 
technique reduces the damage caused to the donor site and prevents 
the formation of scars at the donor site; thus, it may be a good choice 
for deep second-degree burn patients [23,24]. Nonetheless, studies 
on the application of this technique in the treatment of deep second-
degree burns are very limited [25].

In this study, 20 patients with deep second-degree burns were 
treated with limited debridement and the ReCell® technique. An 
electric/pneumatic dermatome was used to establish a favourable 
wound environment, and the number of autogenous epidermal cells 
to be used for transplantation was increased by ReCell. This clinical 
method reduced the average wound healing time to 12 days and 
minimized the damage caused to the donor site. The new skin graft 
was intact without wrinkles and had good blood circulation with the 
surrounding skin. Only one patient suffered an infection of the 
surgical area, but it was resolved after five dressing changes. Follow-
up examination showed that the skin in the grafting area had a good 
appearance, good elasticity, and soft texture, and the colour was 
close to that of the surrounding normal skin. Furthermore, the VSS 
scores were ideal, and patient’s satisfaction was high. In conclusion, in 
the treatment of deep second-degree burn wounds, the proposed 
method (limited debridement combined with the ReCell® technique) 
can maximize the preservation of parabiotic tissue and achieve rapid 
epithelialisation. Moreover, the cells need not be cultured and thus 
can be prepared quickly, which greatly improves the quality of wound 
repair and reduces long-term scar formation.

Our clinical results are consistent with the results of treating acne 
scars with the ReCell® technique, as reported by Dr Qiao [26]. The 
similarity is that the injured sites in both patient populations retain 
part of their dermal structure. ReCell is suitable for skin injuries with 
partial dermal injury and has satisfactory clinical results and patient 
feedback. The key to the success of this treatment method is to select 
appropriate patients, and the depth of the patient’s injury must be 
precisely assessed to ensure that the patient has a residual dermal 
structure. The maximum area that can be treated with the ReCell® 
technique is 320 cm2, and the thickness is 0.15~0.2 mm. Only with a 
full understanding of its application principles and surgical methods 
can it provide more refined, specialized clinical guidance and 
treatment plans to patients. Postoperative elastic bandages are used 
to compress the surgical area to ensure that the skin grafts are fixed 
and closely adhered to the wound surface, providing good conditions 
for the skin grafts [27].

There are also some limitations to our study, such as a lack of 
quality control and incomplete tissue utilisation. In addition, more 
basic, mechanism-related samples and detailed studies are needed in 
the future.

Conclusion

The proposed treatment method, limited debridement combined 
with ReCell® autologous cell regeneration techniques, provides a fea-
sible and effective method for the treatment of deep second-degree 

Figure 3. (A) Preoperative photograph of the right upper limb. (B) The area of the deep second region on the lateral right upper limb. (C) Wound surface on the 
3rd day after surgery. (D) The wound healed well 11 days after surgery.
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burn wounds. This method has the advantages of a simple operation, 
quick healing time, mild scar formation and little damage at the 
donor skin site, and this method is worthy of further study and pro-
motion. However, it is important to fully assess the burn depth before 
surgery because the ReCell® technique can only be used when part of 
the dermis structure remains.
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